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HAR'SON,

iVe have measured elastic electron-proton scattering cross sections in the range of four-momentum
[ 5 , 8 4 ( G e V / ~ ) ~and
] a t scattered electron angles of between
transfers from 7 F-2[0.27 (GeV/c)2] to 150
20" and 34' in the laboratory. The estimated errors in the cross sections range from k2.10jb at the lowest
momentum transfer to +9.6C/o at the highest. Both the scattered electron and the recoil proton were
detected, resulting in an overdeternlillation of the kinematics. When the constraint of a coincident proton
is removed, there is no significant change in the estimated cross sections.

I. INTRODUCTION

H

ERE we present an experimental contribution to
the information on nucleon structure.l Elastic
electron-proton scattering cross sections have been
measured in the range of four-momentum transfers from
[5.84(BeV,/c)ql. These
7 F-2 [ 0 . 2 7 ( B e V j ~ ) ~to] 150
measurements, in conjunction with data fro111 other
experiments covering different angular regions a t sirnilaiT four-momenturn transfers, can be used to extract
proton form factors. This evperiment mas performed
in conjunction with ineasurelnents of quasi-elastic
electron-deuteron ~ c a t t e r i n g which
,~
yield information
concerning the neutron form factors.
Knowledge of the incident electron energy and direction and of one further parameter, the scattered
electron angle in this euperiinent, is sufficient to define
coinpletely the two-body elastic kinematics. I t is usual
to impose one further kineinatic restraint, knowledge
of the scattered electron energy in this experiment, in
order to euclucle or subs tan ti all^ reduce backgrounds
from inelastic events such as those in which one or
inore pions are produced. This experiment is unique
in that one further redundant kinematic parameter
was measured-namely, the angle of the recoiling proton. The investigation of whether an apparent change
in the measured value of the cross section occurs when
the additional constraint is relaxed constitutes a critical
check on the measurement. No previous experiment
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has had this degree of overdetermination of the kinematics.
I n Sec. I1 we describe the experimental apparatus.
Section 111 is a brief description of the conlputer systern. The data anal) sis is pl eserlted in Sec. IV and the
results, together with a coniparison with other data,
in Sec. 1'.
A report of preliminary results of this experiment
has already been given.3 The cross sections reported

FIG. 1. Plan view of the apparatus (schematic).

here supersede those of Ref. 3, which were the result
of a preliminary analysis and were correct within their
quoted errors. The present analysis is, however, an
improvement on the preliminary one and, in addition,
involves some new data not previously presented.
The i~ominalvalues of the kinematic variables involved in this experiment are given in Table I. Throughout this paper data are referred to b y the value in
reciprocal square fermis of the nominal momentum
transfer involved.
;\I. Goitein, K. J. Buclnitz, L. Carroll, J. Chen, J. R. Dunning,
Tr., I<. Hanson, D. Imrie, C. Mistretta, J. K. Walker, Richard
~ i l s o n G.
, I.'. Dell, hI. Fotino, J. 31. Paterson, and H. Winick,
Phys. Rev. Letters 18, 1016 (1967).
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11. APPARATUS

A schematic diagram of the apparatus is presented
in Fig. 1. The Cambridge Electron Accelerator's external electron beam passed through a liquid-hydrogen
target and was stopped some 12 ni further downstream
in a Faraday cup placed inside a shielding hut. Scattered
electrons were detected in a magnetic spectrometer
which defined the angular acceptance of the system.
Recoil protons were detected by scintillation counters.

A///( ,

I

COLD HYDROGEN LIQUID
SUCKED IN FROM RESERVOIR

,]

MAINLY BY MYLAR

A. Incident Electron Beam
The approximate characteristics of the external electron beam are summarized in Table 11. The beam
position was nlonitored both by rf cavities and by
fluorescent screens viewed by closed-circuit television.

B. Liquid-Hydrogen Cooler and Target
The cryostat was of a well-established design siinilar
to one described in Ref. 4. Cooling was effected by
passing cold helium gas through condensing coils in
the hydrogen gas. The target cup, liquid reservoir, and
gas ballast tank formed a closed system. The pressure
drop upon cooling was thus a direct measure of the
volume of condensed hydrogen. Moreover, the hydrogen gas pressure measured directly, in the manner of
a vapor-pressure thermometer, the temperature and
hence density of the liquid. The target cup is depicted
in Fig. 2. I t was designed to encourage convection
rather than boiling as the principal mechailism for
heat loss. Visual observation &deed indicated the presence of strong convection currents.
C. Electron Spectrometer

The elements of this spectrometer were (i) halfquadrupole magnet; (ii) defining aperture for the elecTABLE11. Characteristics of the CEA external electron beam.
Repetition rate
Duty cycle
Spill duration
Extraction efficiency
i\Iaximum operating intensity
Energy range
Energy- spread
Stability of peak energy
Bcam profile:
At target,
horizontal
vertical
At Faraday cup
horizontal
vertical

60 cps
3-3 %
30C-1200 psec
SC?-?O%
about 2X10V A
0.Sto6BeV
<+1.3Yoa
1.0. 05yo approximately

3n~m
I mm

5 cmb
24 cmb

a Strongly dependent o n spill width.

b i v e r a g e values, rather dependent on energy.

4 L . Iiand, J. Rees, Mi. Shlaer, J. I<. IValker, and Richard
LTilson, in Nucleon St~z~ctzc~e,
edited by R. Hofstadter and L.
Schiff [Stanford U. P., Stanford, Calif., 1964).

MARKINGS
FIG. 2. End and perspective vie~vsof the target cup.

tron solid angle; (iii) momentum-defining counters;
(iv) threshold gas Cerenkov counter; and (v) leadLucite sandwich shower counter. All elements were
mounted on a movable platform which pivoted directly below the liquid-hydrogen target. The basic design of single quadrupole spectrometers is well established5 and we will mention only briefly the salient
features of this one. The momentum defining counter
array was the only unusual element. The spectrometer
had a total momentum acceptance of 14%, subdivided
into bins of about 1% width and a resolution, above
2 BeV/c, of approxiinately 2% full width a t halfmaximum (FWHRf ).
(i) The half quadrupole magnet was a standard
C.E.A. 12-in. quadrupole with the iron and coils of
one half removed and replaced by a flat iron plate
which, acting as a magnetic mirror, preserved the
quadrupole nature of the field in the remaining semicircular aperture. Long flip-coil measurements were
made of the field integrating along the length of the
magnet. SH-dl was within 1% of that for a full quadrupole of otherwise identical design. A lead "plug" ran
the length of the magnet in the horizontal plane.
(ii) Two defining apertures were used during the
experiment. The "front aperture" consisted of two
tungsten jawed apertures placed just in front of the
quadrupole magnet, one above and one below the horizontal plane of the spectrometer. The jaws were angled
so as to point a t the target and had a small step mas I<. W. Chen, J. R. Dunning, Jr., A. A. Cone, N. F. Ramsey,
J. K. Walker, and Richard Wilson, Phys. 141, 1267 (1966).
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FIG.3. Rear v e r t u r e . Schematic and not to scale.

chined in then1 to reduce edge uncertainties. The front
aperture subtended about 0.83 msr.
The "rear aperture" was defined by severitl obstacles:
A seinicircular lead and tungsten aperture behind the
quadrupole intercepted in the horizontal direction. A
tungsten block in the front of the quadrupole determined the snlallest vertical slope permitted and served
to divide the aperture into a lower and upper half.
Steeply sloping trajectories were delimited by the
stainless-steel wall of the vacuum chamber which ran
the length of the quadrupole. Figure 3 indicates the
location of the various elements of the aperture which
subtended 1.8 msr.
(iii) The momentum-defining counters are shown in
Fig. 4. Nineteen counters were placed with their top
edges in the focusing plane of the quadrupole a t 1%
nlomentum intervals (except for four 4% bins). Six
counters were placed above and in contact with certain
of the bottom counters and to aid in the patternrecognition problern, and to sinlplify triggering. Figure
5 shows a schematic side view of the counter array and
a representation of the ideal firing pattern for a falling trajectory-termed an "up-down" trajectory. The
counters were made as small as possible in order to
reduce singles rates, and consequently a further complication arose, namely, that some counters, such as "+6"
in the trajectory depicted in Fig. 5, might not necessarily be involved in the firing pattern which defined a
particle-crossing point.

One advantage of such an array over the conventional configuration which places a series of thin counters in the focal plane of the magnet is that there is no
overlap of momentum bins. That is, there is no possibility of two or more adjacent bins being triggered
simultaneously by a single trajectory. Another advantage is the detail available for reconstructing an event.
I n a sense, one has the equivalent of a fast one-dimensional spark chamber. This inlplies the principal disadvantage, namely, that the pattern recognition procedure is complicated and virtually necessitates the use
of a computer.
The counters were pivoted about the quadrupole
axis so as to coinpensate for the kinematic correlation
of elastically scattered electron Inonlenturn with scattering angle.

OF SPECTROMETER
FTG.5. TJ-pica1 "up-down" trajectory focusing in O r c bin
('perfect" trajectory). Shaded counters fire, others should not
fire (not to scale).

(iv) The threshold gas Cerenkov counter has been
described elseu~here.~
Filled with Freon (2.318 gas, the
pressure was usually set just below the Cerenliov radiation threshold for pions of the same nlomentunl as the
elastically scattered electrons.
(v) The lead-Lucite sandwich shower counter consisted of ten 86x112 cin sheets of UVT Lucite interleaved with ten 1-radiation-length lead sheets and was
viewed by eight 5-in. phototubes. Lucite, rather than
scintillator, was used in an effort to improve discrirnination against pions.' The poor uniforn~ityof light collection almost certainly offset this potential gain and we
would recomn~endthe use of scintillator for counters
of this size unless extreme care is taken in the light
collection. However, we have no detailed information
as to the pion rejection which we achieved in practice.

D. Proton Arm
The proton detector consisted of scintillation counters in direct view of the target. They were protected

FIG.4. Perspective view of the momentum defining counters.
The target is to the right. Two counters (-4% and +$%) are
not shown.

A. A. Cone, Ph D. thesis, Harvarcl University, 1965 (un~>ul)lished);A. A. Cone, I<. iV. Chen. J. K. Dunning, J r , G.
Halti\ig, AT Rarnsey, J I< Lf'alker, anti Richard W~lsun,P h j s .
Rev. 156, 1490 (1967).
7 C Heusch and C. Prescott, Kucl. Instr. Methods 29, 125
(1964).
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from low-energy charged particles (up to about 40
MeV/c) b y a sweeping magnet which provided some
80 k G in. of field.
At the high-momentum transfers (above 70 FP2),two
telescopes were used, each consisting of three scintillation counters. One intercepted all protons associated
with electrons elastically scattered-out of the target
into the upper half of the electron spectrometer acceptance, the other telescope was positioned to receive
protons associated with electrons scattered into the
lower half of the electron aperture (see Fig. 6).
At 70 FP2and below, a single, much larger, telescope
of two (sometimes three) scintillation counters was
used. I t accepted all protons no matter where their
associated electrons went in the spectrolneter aperture.
This telescope was also used in the quasi-elastic electrondeuteron esperiment and is described more fully in
Ref. 2.
The proton counters were oversize by a t least i0
(subtended a t the target) in order to ensure that the
system acceptance was determined by the electron
aierture alone. This tolerance was sufficient to allow
for uncertainties arising from surveying error, beam
position changes, energy spread in the incident beam,
uncertainty in the effect on protons of the sweeping
magnet, and angular upsets involved in scattering accompanied by radiation.
-

-

-

-

E. Electronic
Logic
--

--
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FIG. 7. Block diagram of the conlputer trigger. Numbers at
the top of the frames indicate modulate nunxbers of Chronetics
circuits and those at the bottom indicate the width settings of
the circuits. The computer trigger is labeled "K".

this esperinlent two slightly different triggers were involved corresponding to a slight modification of the
momentu~ndefining array. The block diagram for the
second of these is depicted in Fig. 7. The trigger was

E= (EuD) OR

(~Du),

where

--- -e

Signals from all phototubes were fed into discriminators-(~hronetics101 and 114 modules). A fast-event
trigger was then formed (Chronetics 102) which indicated that an electron might have crossed within the
momentum acceptance of the spectrometer. During

AND

shower,

AND

shower.

The shower bias in this trigger was very low, ensuring
better than 99.9% efficiency for electrons of the elastic
scattering energy. The logic was designed so that events
would generate a trigger even if one of the trigger
counters was inoperative.
On generation of a trigger, fast gates recorded
whether the discriminators associated with each and
every counter had fired and this information was transmitted to a coniputer together with pulse-height information about the shower and Cerenliov counters and
sundry other information. I n addition, several fast coincidences wcrc gcncratcd and their outputs scaled.
These were used for independent checks of the functioning of the apparatus during data acquisition but
played no role in the data analysis.
111. COMPUTER SYSTEM

FIG. 6. Schematic perspective view 01 the proton counter
telescopes.

The experiment was connected on-line to a PDP-1
time-sharing computer which served three inain functions: (i) I t performed certain checks on the apparatus
which ensured that the electronic circuitry was operative (ii) i t acted as a tape recorder, storing on magnetic tape all data transmitted to it, and (iii) it performed on-line data analysis which enabled the cross
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FIG.8. Block diagram of the coinputer interface.

section to be evaluated with about 10% accuracy. The
same program structure was used for the subsequent
off-line data reduction, in conjunction with other arithmetic work performed on faster floating-point computers.
We refer the reader to C h a ~ .3 of Ref. 1 for the
details of the computer system which can only be very
briefly described in what follows.
The trigger to the computer was intended to be
virtually 100% efficient for events of interest and was
therefore made very nonrestrictive. I n consequence, in
the extreme case of the highest momentum transfer,
elastic-scattering events constituted only 0.4% of all
triggers. On receipt of a trigger, fast gates were interrogated to determine the state of all counter discriminators and, in addition, certain key counters such as the
shower and Cerenkov counters were pulse-height analyzed. Other infornlation connected with the event was
also sampled. This included the charge collected during
the run in the beam monitors, the field in the synchroton magnets (this being a measure of the incident
electron energy) a t the time of the event, the current
run number, and the value of one seven-digit scaler.
I n all, inore than 200 bits of information were associated with each event and, in transmitting them to the
computer, it was necessary to use buffers to "hold"
the information and a multiplexer to transmit, one a t
a time, 13 words of 18 bits each. A schematic diagram
of the interface logic is given in Fig. 8. The maximum

data acquisition rate, dictated by the computer, was
one event per synchrotron burst. The maximum rate
would then be 60 events per second but, in order that
the sampled events be randomly picked from the
machine spill, it was necessary not to exceed a rate
of from five to ten events per second. I n a few instances the beam intensity had to be reduced to achieve
this.
The most important aspect of this procedure is that,
since information is obtained and stored for each event
individually, i t is possible to examine in retrospect
correlations between various parameters. I n particular,
one can subsequently analyze the data inany times
over with differing criteria (such as counter biases,
momentum cutoff, presence or absence of coincident
proton, etc.) .
The analysis programs worked somewhat as follows:
All iniorlnation pertaining to an event was stored in a
buffer area of core which, when filled, was transmitted
to magnetic tape. Thus all data, regardless of the results i f the onlline analysis, were stored. Each event
was then analyzed. The analysis involved presentation
of the event to a sequence of "filters." If the conditions
imposed by any filter were not met, the event was not
considered further. If all included filters were satisfied,
the event was presented to a series of independent
subprograms each of which performed some analysis
on the event as a result of which some relevant histograms or storage words would be updated. Both during
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and a t the end of a run, the results of the analysis
could be requested as displays on a storage oscilloscope
which could be photographed.
Some of the filters were: (1) Require that each of the
six pulse-height-analysis channels fall within a specified
pulse-height "windo~v"which could have upper or lower
bounds, or both, (2) make some requirements on the
momentum of the event (such as that it lie in some
central group of momentum bins), (3) require that
certain specified counter-firing patterns be present or
absent (in particular, a bit corresponding to a coincident
proton might be required to be on or off).
The analysis programs performed, in many instances,
logic identical to that of the filters but, whereas the
purpose of the filters was to determine the eligibility
of an event for analysis, the analysis programs were
responsible for the accumulation of the numerical results. Some examples were (1) determine whether the
event was consistent with certain specified counter firing
patterns. Each pattern thus was equivalent to a separate chain of electronic logic and the updating of the
relevant storage location was equivalent to use of a
fast electronic scaler; (2) momentum analysis of the
momentum-defining counters (see Sec. IV B); (3) accumulation of histograms on each of the six pulseheight-analysis channels; and (4) creation of twodimensional scatter plots for any two pulse-height
channels.
The on-line programs, outlined above, were also used,
with some few additional options, for the off-line data
reanalysis. The discussions of Sec. IV bring out in
greater detail the way in which these programs were
used.

inelastic pion production, electrons scattered from the
aperture edges or pole face, electrons scattered in the
target end walls, or from background processes which
resulted in counter-firing patterns which looked like
acceptable electron scattering events. An important
question is the sensitivity of the results to the actual
inonlenturn bite taken. All these points are dealt with
in Sec. IV C.
The efficiencies of the computer trigger, of the proton counters, and of the shower and Cerenkov counters
are discussed in Secs. IV D, IV E, and IVF, respectively. The monitoring of the number of incident electrons is dealt with in Sec. IV G. The number of target
protons depends on the length and density of the
liquid-hydrogen target. Bubbling of the liquid hydrogen
is a particularly troublesome problem. These matters
are discussed in Sec. IV H.
Determination of the solid angle for detection of
electrons is discussed in Sec. IV K. The cross section
is a strongly varying function of the defining kinematic
variables, here chosen to be the energy of the incident
electrons and angle of the scattered electrons. These
are discussed in Secs. IV I, IV J, and IV L.
The proton coincidence was notlrequired in the cornputer trigger. Its presence was required, however, for
the cross sections we present in Sec. V. We investigate
the consequence of omitting the proton coincidence
requirement in Sec. IV E.
The presentation of the results is deferred to Sec. V
which also lists the errors in the measurements-the
rationale for which is contained in the present section.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

The momentum analysis was a central feature of the
data analysis and, as a result of the counter geometry,
was somewhat unusual. I t illustrates well the use of
the computer to correlate several parameters. For these
reasons we discuss this question in some detail.

A. Survey of Data Analysis
We first survey the general scheme of the analysis
in order to tie together the rather detailed accounts
which follow. The basic detection was of electrons in
the spectronleter which were in coincidence with a
proton telescope count. A certain nlomentum bite about
the central momentum for elastic scattering was selected and, subject to several corrections, the nuniber
of particles in that bite was taken to be the number of
elastically scattered particles. Not all elastically scattered electrons fell into this bite and i t was necessary
to determine how many were outside i t due, for example, to long tails of the resolution function and energy
loss due to radiation. Moreover, i t is possible for some
electrons to be rejected incorrectly by the pattern recognition procedure used in determining the scattered momentum and thus not be accepted even though they
actually were in the bite. These questions are discussed
in Secs. IV B and IV M. Events can be included which
are not due to electrons elastically scattered from hydrogen as well as elastically scattered electrons being
missed. These might come from electrons involved in

B. Momentum Analysis

(i) Trajectory 1denti;fication
The momentum-defining counter geometry has already been described in Sec. I1 C (iii). A typical firing
pattern is indicated in Fig. 5 . The ideal firing configuration can be spoiled by the failure of one or more
counters to fire, or, more probably, by the firing of
counters which are expected to be off. The patternrecognition problem is handled in the following way.
A "mask" defines a so-called "perfect" trajectory
for each momentum bin. I t specifies all the counters
which, in an ideal case, would fire and most of those
which would not fire when a trajectory intersected the
counter plane in the momentum bin in question. There
are two masks for each of the 16 bins, one for falling
(up-down) and one for rising (down-up) trajectories.
Each event is compared with each mask in turn to
determine the number of counters which would have
to be turned off and turned on to match each mask.
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TABLE111. Breakdown into categories of the momentum analysis. All events exceed certain shower and Cerenkov counter biases
and are associated with coincident protons. Each category is presented as the percentage of the sum of 00,01, and 10 categories (which
provide a good measure of the "cross section"). An asterisk indicates aknown malfunction of a counter. (Columns3-7 are unambiguous.)
Fraction of
triggers
above final
shower f
q2
Cerenkov
(F2) biases (%)

Fraction of codes 00+01+10 (in %)

00

01

Unambiguous
10

A two-digit code is assigned to the comparison, the
first digit being the number of counters which must be
turned on, the second the number to be turned off.
Thus the assignment "12" would imply one inefficient
counter and two overefficient counters. If a ''00" correspondence is established (complete agreement with
a mask) the scan is halted since it has met with success. Otherwise all inasks are scanned and then a decision is made as to how the event should be assigned.
This is done on the basis that it is more likely that two
counters be spuriously on (but less likely that three
be on) than that one should be spuriously off. Thus
events are assigned to that bin whose mask differs
least froin the event as determined by its having the
numerically lowest of the possible codes: 00, 01, 02,
10, 11, 12, 20, 21, 22. If more thail one bin has the same
code and no other has one lower, the event is termed
"ambiguous." I t is assigned to the bin with that code
first encountered in the scan. A separate count is kept
of the relatively rare anlbiguous events. If more than
two counters rnust be turned on or off to obtain correspondence between the event and any of the masks,
the event is coilsidered unassignable (and given the
code 7 7 ) .
I n practice, overefficient counters were a greater problei11 than inefficient counters. The doininant cause of
overefficiency (a counter being on when it should be
off) was not, as inight be expected, due to random
firing of counters due to baclrgrounds or noise-the
frequency for which can be determined by delaying the
counter signal so as to be out of time for real coincidences. I t was found to be, in large part, correlated in
time with the real signal.
We believe that this is due to the erfect of lrnock-on
electrons which are produced by interactions of electrons with the plastic scintillators through which they
pass in describing a legitimate trajectory. Such a
knock-on electron may then fire a neighboring counter

-

02

Ambiguous
all codes

11-22

77

Sum of
precedingfour columns

which would otherwise not have fired. We get excellent
agreement between the observed frequency of such
overefficiencies and calculation.
Table I11 indicates the frequency of the various
categories of event for several nlomentum transfers.
These frequencies are quite consistent with the known
counter efficiencies and with the knock-on electroil
~robabilities.
Finally, there remains to be discussed the vexing
problem of the events which could not be analyzed b y
the pattern recognition prograin (termed code "77"
events in the coinputer analysis). U7e present, in Table
IIJ, a breakdown of these events. Thev are a more or
less constant fraction of the elastically scattered electrons for all but the lowest inomenturn transfers (fourth
column).
(It
should be remembered that the cross
,
,
section varies over some seven orders of magnitude in
these measurements.) Their number is not proportional
to the total number of triggers (second column). Nor

11
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,
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TABLE
IV. Breakdown of code-77 events.
Code-77 events; with proton coincidence

% of

q2

% of all

(F-)

triggers

triggers
above chosen
shower f
Cerenkov
bias

do they scale with the number of incident electrons
(fifth column) which would allow for their interpretation as due to, for example, photon fluxes from the
target. At 10 F2,
their proportion is the same whether
the front or back apertures are used. At 45 FW2,there
are less of them (1.5&0.4%) when using the front
aperture than when the back aperture is used ( 5 . 5 f
0.5%).
These events are target associated as evidenced by
their disappearance in empty target runs. hIoreover,
they display the same time distribution in the synchrotron spill as do perfect trajectories. On the other

FIG. 10. Scatter plots ol the shower counter (vertical) versus
cerenkov-counter pulse height (horizontal axis) for certain classes
of events at 45 F-2. (a) codes 00-01; (b) code 77; (c', code 02;
(d) codes 11-22.

% of codes
00+01+10

yoof all
77's above
shorver+
Number of
code-77 events cerenkov
per
bias that
Coulon~b have proton
of beam
coincidence

hand, they do not, as a class, display the properties of
elastically scattered electrons. The proton coincidences
are a much smaller proportion of all code 77's (fifth
column) than the 96% typical of perfect trajectories.
We discuss these events further for the particular
case of 45 F-2. Figure 9 presents scheinatically the
first 14 code-77 events of one of the data runs. The
bottom two seen1 to be com~atiblewith centrally crossing trajectories. However, the calculated probability
for three counters to fire in coincidence with a crossing
trajectory, including lmock-on effects, is less than 0.2%.
Moreover, in very "clean" situations such as the lowmomentum-transfer runs, we do not see nlanv such
events, which confirms our suspicion that the large
fraction of such events seen a t high
" inomenturn transfers is not an inevitable characteristic of elastically
scattered electrons.
I n Fig. 10 we show scatter plots of the shower
counter versus Cerenkov counter pulse heights for a
45-F-2 run. Plots of good trajectories (00 and 01 codes)
and of nonanalyzable (77) events are shov\ri~(as well
as codes 02 and codes 11 through 22, for interest). One
clear feature is the large number of low pulse-height
code-77 events. We are confident that these are of no
concern since we know that electrons give large pulses
in both the shower and Cerenkov counters. More worrying are those code-77 events whose shower and Cerenkov pulse heights are both large and fall in about the
region into which the 00 and 01 events are grouped.
We observe however, that these events show an average shower-counter pulse height somewhat lower (by
about 15%) than that of the 00 and 01 codes. Moreover, there is a somewhat larger proportion of code 77's
with high shower-counter pulses whose Cerenkov pulses
lie in the overflow channel-which is what the Cerenliov
response would be to the passage of several coincident
particles. These observations are consistent with two
explanations of these events: (i) Inelastically scattered
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TABLEV. List of contributions to the momentum resolution. The situation depicted is for a 2-in. target. The numbers quoted are
estimates of the contributions to the full-width at half-maximum assuming a focus near the central momentum bins. p i s the momentum,
in BeVjc, of the scattered particle and s is the average slope of trajectories in the quadrupole, here taken to be 1/28.
Theoretical
estimate
Source
Target
beam height
target length
Before quadrupole, target
and other material
Quadrupole, aberrations
and kinematic smearing
After quadrupole, multiple
scattering in counters

(%I
1.0
1.47
(15/ps)XO. 81

0.7
(15jps)X 1.23

Total (adding in quadrature)

electrons will focus before the momentum counters,
passing through either all "up" counters or all "down"
counters and may fire some other counters by lmockingon electrons or by some other mechanism. (ii) Scattered
charged particles may stsilre the pole faces or plug in
the magnet or the rear aperture edge, shower, and
produce a spray of particles. The first possibility provides an explanation for the lower number of 77's a t
low molnentum transfers since the inelastic electron
threshold is then far from the elastic momentum. Both
explanations are in agreement with the approximate
scaling of the code 77's with the elastic cross section.
While the type of asgulllent given above is suggestive, one cannot necessarily assume that all code-77
events belong to the same class of events. There may
be some fraction of them which are associated with
genuine elastically scattered electrons passing through
the aperture. We have "hand-scanned" the code-77
events and find some fifth of them, viewed b y subjective criteria, could conceivably be "good" events. This
proportion holds for both the high momentum transfers
and for the relatively less numerous code-77 events a t
the low momentum transfers. We have, therefore, taken
one-tenth of the code 77's to be acceptable events and
assigned an error equal to the number accepted. This
introduces a typical error of &O.75% in the intermediate momentum-transfer range which is a very large
error for a measurement of this kind. It suggests that
a radical redesign of the spectrometer would be required to perform absolute cross-section nleasurements
to much better accuracy than that of the present experiment.

(ii) Events Shcfted I n a d Out of Bite Taken
Inefficiency or overefficiency of a counter can result
in assignation of events with a "00" code to the bin
adjacent to the one in which the true trajectory passed.
One effect of such bin shifting is to add slight tails to

1.5

Calculated effect (%) at
3.0
4.5 BeV/c

1.0
1.47
0.227

1 .O
1.47
0.113

1 .O
1.47
0.076

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.344

0.172

0.115

1.95

1.92

1.92

the resolution function. One might worry that the
nuniber of events in the acceptance bite might be significantly altered by this effect. However, there is a
cancellation between rising and falling trajectories provided the cutoff is in a reasonably smoothly varying
region of the momentum spectrum, which is normally
so. The uncertainty is then of the order of a few percent of the difierence between the number of up-down
and down-up events in the momentum bins in the
region of cutoff. This leads to a typical error in the
cross section of less than 5 0 . 2 % .

(iii) IWomentum Resolution
The inlportance of knowing the momentum-resolution function is twofold: First, in order to be able to
estimate the fraction of elastically scattered electrons
excluded from the acceptance bite by virtue of being
in the tails of the resolution function; and second, in
order to determine whether events observed either side
of the elastic peak are due to the natural tails of the
resolution function or to background contamination
(which would presun~ablyalso be present under the
peak).
Calculated estimates of the nlonlentuin resolution
are presented in Table V, which gives an idea of the
importance of various contributions. The shape of the
momentum resolution was expected to be roughly
Gaussian, with perhaps somewhat smaller than Gaussian tails. I n practice the observed peak width agreed
with the calculated values to about ~ t 0 . 4 %FWHM,
but was found to vary by about that much from day
to day. This is not clearly understood, but is thought
to be due to fluctuations in the vertical beam position
which would lead to a time-averaged beam profile
which would be broader than that observed in a shortterm glass-slide exposure. Moreover, there was a high
momentum tail to the resolution function, especially
marked for down-up trajectories. This tail was present
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even a t very low momentum transfers where background contamination is negligible and hence is clearly
established as intrinsically due to acceptable elastically
scattered electrons. I t is thought to be due to some
effect such as the presence of knock-on electrons as
described above in Sec. I V B (i). These would affect
down-up trajectories preferentially, but our calculations do not predict as large a tail as was observed.
Because the effects observed were not conlpletely
determined by calculation and the resolution width
was not predictable on the basis of the monitored
parameters, the resolution function in each case was
obtained by scaling, to fit the data, curves which, when
radiative effects were allowed for, fit the "clean" lowmomentum-transfer data.
One final, very puzzling feature of the observed resolutions is that, a t several momentum transfers, the
widths of the peaks produced by rising and by falling
trajectories were appreciably different. We can find no
explanation for this effect. I t was not due to multiplescattering broadening which was only slightly different for the two trajectories. One possibility we considered is a different dis~ersionfor the two traiectories
due, for example, to a tilt of the counter array out of
the horizontal plane. To produce the observed effect
such a tilt would be of the order of in. over the entire
array, which is very large indeed. However, such an
emlanation is ruled out since it results in radically
different ratios of inelastic electroproduction to elastic
scattering cross sections for the two trajectories.
This anonlaly is unfortunate mainly because it is
not understood. Its effect on our results is, however,
expected to be small. This is because there is a good
cancellation between up-down and down-up corrections in all instances in which the width of the resolution function or the momentum dispersions are of
concern.

+

C. Contamination by Nonelastic Events

(i) Empty-Target Subtractiofz
The end walls of the target were made of 0.0013-in.
aluminum and were responsible for a few percent of
the accepted scattered electrons. Moreover, i t is possible that there were other sources of scattering such as
the copper feed lines between the cryostat and target
cup which could conceivably interact with any beam
halo present. Data were therefore taken with the target
evacuated. The electron arm rate in a &3.5% momentum bite was always consistent with ( 6 / t ) % of
the target full rate, where t is the target length in
inches and was typically between 1.2 and 3.5 in. The
electron-proton (e-p) coincidence rate in the targetempty runs was always equal to one-third of the total
electron rate to within the accuracy of the measurement. The subtraction was of e-p coincidences and was
therefore a (2/t)% subtraction. These rates were con-
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sistent with calculations of the rates due to scattering
by the target walls.
At momentum transfers above 70 FU2,the expected
number of empty target e-p coincidences was small or
zero due to the low counting rates. Empty-target runs
were still made, but were viewed as checks on the data.
The subtraction made was the (2/t)% subtraction inferred from the more accurate low-momentum-transfer
data.
(ii) Events Above Peak
At a given scattering angle with a monoenergetic
electron beam, no particle has a higher momentum
than an elastically scattered electron. Thus, the momenta above the elastic peak are kinematically forbidden and, ideally, there would be no events there.
Possible sources for legitimate events are electrons
scattered from nuclei in the target and walls and particles associated with long tails of the resolution function. The former should be excluded by an emptytarget subtraction. The latter are reasonably well
known from the low-momentum-transfer data. We
have estimated the number of events which would lie
under the elastic peak if those events observed above
the peak, and not accounted for by the above effects,
are associated with a flat momentum spectrum extending to low momenta. We subtract one-half the
coiltamination suggested by such above-peak events
and assign an error equal to the subtraction.
The fraction of events thus subtracted is very small,
being 0.2, 0.6, and 1.5% of the elastic peak events a t
115, 130, and 150 FP2, respectively, and less than 0.1%
below 115 F-2. These numbers are a good indication
of the scale of possible contamination, and are satisfactorily small.
(iii) Charged arzd Seutral Pions and Protons
Charged pions and protons are produced in the target. Particles produced in the hydrogen should have
reduced momenta compared with elastically scattered
electrons and should also have pulses below the bias
levels in the shower and Cerenkov counters. We have
estimated the contanlination b y such particles to be
less than 0.2% of elastically scattered electrons in the
worst case (150 P 2 ) .
Neutral pions do not, of course, count directly but
can register by virtue of their Dalitz decay which produces an electron-positron pair. We have calculated
the possible contamination and find it to be less than
0.1% in the worst case (150 FU2).
(iv) Electropion Productiofz

A major source of containination is from electrons
involved in single pion production, one prominent feature of which is the excitation of the first (1236-MeV)
nucleon resonance. The two reactions are
(a) e+ p - t e f p+nO,
(b) e+p-+e+n+n+.
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TABLE
VI. Comparison of Adler theory with data. Momentum transfers are those of elastic scattering kinematics. We give our calculated elastic cross section and that of Adler's inelastic calculation evaluated at an excitation (shown) near, but not actually at, the
p+7r0 and e+p+e+n+~+.
We show, for
peak of the N*. The Adler cross section is the electron-only detection from both e+p+ef
up-down and down-up trajectories separately, two comparisons: (1) the ratio of N" observed to be produced to the Adler prediction
(this is an average over the region extending from threshold to just about the iV* peak) ; (2) the ratio of thefractiafz of observed inelastic electrons which have a coincident charged particle to the theoretically predicted fraction.

h7*
Elastic q 2

('n
45
70
75
90
100
115
130
30
45
100

electron only
zld

Ratio
datajtheory
du

2 .O
1.6
2.1
2.4
2.7
2.9
2.5
1.9
2.3
2.4
3.5
2.4
2.7
3.1
Cone data (see Ref. 6)
1.4
2.0
1.7

Fraction
(e+p)/e
zld

2.2
1.9
0.9
2.4
2.4

Ratio
data/theory
dzb

Elastic cross
section corresponding to form
factors used
for the AT*
(
cmz/sr)

ECm.*

Adler prediction
for iV* production at E,,,.*
~ b / ( s BeV)
r

1.9
1.3
1.3
2.8
2.8

0.5635
0.1030
0.0897
0.0305
0.0118
0.00634
0.00271

1236
1224
1247
1247
1245
1247
1247

0.01973
0.00342
0.00245
0.000848
0.000363
0.000185
0.0000828

SCATTERED ELECTRON
MOMENTUM

-

\

FIG 11. Comparison of the data with estimates of the resolution function and of inelastic electroproduction. Radiative corrections
are included. The bar histogram is the data, the dotted curves are the theoretical fits, and the horizontal lines are the integrals of the
theoretical fits over the experimental bin widths. The number a t the top left of each graph is the full scale value of the y axis. The x 2
evaluation is a t the light of each plot. There are six degrees of fleedoln in the fits.
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Such inelasticallv scattered electrons have a continuum
of rnoinenta below a threshold momentuin whose separation lrorn the elastic scatterinn momentuni scales
inversely with incident electron energy. The worst case
is a t 6-BeV incident energy, when the threshold is only
2.39; below the elastic peak. Our modest monlentum
resolution then implies the possibility of a serious contamination from inelastically scattered electrons within
a inomentum bite large enough to accept the bulk of
elastically scattered electrons.
Coincident detection of a charged particle a t or near
the angle a t which protons recoil from elastic collisions
reduces, but does not eliminate, the contamination.
Kear threshold, reaction (a) is suppressed and S-wave
charged-pion production (b) dominates. The charged
pions are indistinguishable, in this experiment, froni
protons but are spread out over quite a large cone,
only a portion of which is subtended by the coincidencecounter telesco~e.
T o estilzlate the contamination, one must know the
shape and magnitude of the scattered electron inoinentum spectruin near threshold, both with and without coincident charged-particle detection. T o obtain
this, we used the dispersion theory of Adlcr8 t o estimate
the cross sections of both reactions (a) and (b) above,
differential in electron scattered energy and solid angle
and in pion solid angle. M7e then integrated these predictioils over the coincidence-counter acceptance, and
also, separately, over all pion angles, to obtain the
electron momentum spectrum with and without coincident charged-particle detection, respectively.
I n coinparing these theoretical spectra with the data,
it was clear that the theory was substantially underestiinating the cross section a t high inonlentuin transfers. Thus it was not possible tb use the theory t o
calculate the contanzination directly. Instead, i t was
assuined that the shabes of the sDectra were correct
and their magnitudes were adjusted to fit the observed
data. The fitting procedure was complicatedg because
it was necessary to fold in the resolution function and
to include radiative corrections which distort all the
spectra. I n addition, the width of the resolution function was considered a variable, as discussed in Sec.
IV B. From the best fit, the contanzination in the
acceDtance bites was estimated. Since the theory is in
soine doubt, we assign a conservative error of one-half
the correction made in each instance.
Table VI indicates the observed ratio of experirnent
to theory for the various data points. The two trajectories were treated separately and somewhat different
results were obtained for each. We show both ratios
separately and suggest that the error in the determination is probably of the order of the discrepancies be-
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S. L. .lcller, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 50, 189 (1968); and private
coinmunication.
$ See Sec. 4.3.e of Ref. 1.
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FIG. 12. Momentum spectra of electrons at 150 F-2. Continuous
lines are of electron-proton coincidences, dotted lines are of
electrons with proton anticoincidence. The inelastic contamination
mas talcen to he one-third of the e?T, spectrum, making allowance
for a 4y0 proton inefficiency for elastic scattering.

tween the two trajectories. lye, in fact, compared the
ratio of inelastic to elastic electron scattering in the
data to that same ratio in theory, thereby considerably
reducing the sensitivity to the values assuined for the
forin factors. We also show the same ratio as observed
by C ~ n eThe
. ~ agreement between our two experiments
is quite satisfactory. We also give the calculated inelastic cross section a t the peak of the A(1236) resonance (ditierential in electron energy and solid angle)
together with the elastic cross section in order that
othels may reproduce our results. Difficulties with
Adler's predictions a t high momentum transfers involving electropion production fronz neutrons are discussed
by bud nit^.^
Figure 11 shows typical fits, as described above, for
up-down trajectories a t 100 and 130
The cornputer generated displays show the electron-only momentum spectra and the e-p spectra, which involve
the coincident detection of a charged particle. I n the
latter case the fits to the elastic and inelastic spectra
are shown individually and in sunl in separate displaq-s
for purposes of clarity.
The procedure follo~veda t 1.50 F-2 differed froin that
described above. This was because the paucity of data
did not allow a meaningful fit. What was done was to
extrapolate the ratio of electron-proton coincidences
(e+p) to anticoincidences ( e p ) found experiinentally
a t lower momentum transfers. The measured e@spectrum a t 130
was then used in coniunction with
this ratio to predict the e+p inelastic spectrum. Figure 12 shows the measured and deduced spectra for
about half of the 150-F-2 events.

-

(v) Selzsitivity of Cross Section to Mo9nentum Cutoff
I t is important that the cross sections not depend
critically on the point a t which the low-momentum
cutoff is taken. The fits of Fig. 11 contain the information of concern but we have explicitly plotted the cross
section as a function of the cutoff for a few nzornentuin
transfers in Fig. 13. The stability is very satisfactory.
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proton beam, namely a beam of recoil protons associated
with well-defined elastically scattered electrons detected
in the electron spectrometer and guaranteed to strike
the proton counter by virtue of the kinematics of elastic scattering. "Clean" electrons were obtained by requiring high shower and Cerenkov pulses, unambiguous
trajectories on the top of the elastic peak, and by operating a t fairly low monlentum transfer (30 FU2),where
background processes were negligible.
(ii) Compariso?~
of Measured and Calculated Proton
Counter Eficieacies

CUT-OFF ON LOW MOMENTUM SIDE OFELASTIC PEAK, RELATIVE TO SELECTED
CUT-OFF

FIG. 13. Cross-section dependence on low-momentum cutoff, at
45, 115, 130, and 150 F-2. The ratio of the cross section which
would he obtained relative to that at the selected cutoff is plotted
against the cutoff (measured relative to the selected cutoff in %
of the elastic mom en tun^). The sun1 of up-down and down-up
trajectorics is involvccl. The errors arc the relative crrors of the
points and do not include statistical errors. They are obtained
from the combination of one-half of the inelastic electroproduction
contamination and one-fifth of the contents of the last included
bin (to include errors from bin shifting, etc.).

By selecting clean electrons as just described, from
the actual data runs, i t is possible to measzbre the
proton counter efficiencies. However, there is the possibility that the measurement will degenerate at high
momentuin transfers if the electron arnl ceases to be
self-sustaining, On the other hand, one can calculate
the expected efficiency taking into account (i) proton
losses due to wide-angle scattering in the target and
the air path between target and counters; and (ii) the
loss of protons due to nuclear absorption in the air and
within the counters themselves. Table VII lists the
measured and calculated proton counter inefficiencies.
Agreement is, in general, good and the slightly low
calculated inefficiency at high momentum transfers is
thought to be understood, a t least in part, by omission
of inelastic contributions to the absorption cross section.
(iii) Role of Protoiz Counters in Data A~zalysis

D. Apparatus Dead Times

(i) Trigger Dead Time
Dead times in the trigger counter discriininators and
in some subsequent electronic circuits lead to trigger
inefficiencies of as much as 1.5% in the worst case.
Unfortunately, the dead-time characteristics of the
circuits were inadequately appreciated in the initial
stages of the experiment and, as a result, the parameters on which the dead times depended were poorly
monitored and there are consequently uncertainties of
as much as the amount of the correction itself.

At momentuin transfers of 70 F-2 and below the
measured efficiency [as described in (ii) above] was
used to extract the cross section. The use of the measured
efficiency in this way has several ramifications: The
efficiency measurement is based on a subset of all
eventually accepted events which usually corresponds
to about 70% of them. This subset is, in effect, accepted
without the requirement of a proton coincidence. The
TABLEVII. Comparison of calculated and observed
proton-counter inefficiencies.

(ii) Computer Dead Time
The computer had a dead time which resulted in the
number of events recorded on tape being less than the
number of triggers generated. The latter quantity was,
however, scaled so that this dead time could be corrected for exactly, provided only that the triggers accepted were a randonz sample of all triggers. T o achieve
this, the computer dead time was kept below about
5% by lowering the beam intensity when necessary.

E. Proton Counter Efficiency
(i) Setting agzd Mogzitoring of the Gains
The gains of the proton counters were set by determining their efficiency in what amounted to a tagged-

Proton-counter inefficiencies (yo)
q2

(F-?

Calculated
inefficiencies

(%I

Observed (yo)
U~I-down
Down-up
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coincidence is only imposed on events falling short of
perfection due either to low pulse heights in the shower
or Cerenliov counters, nonperfect trajectories, or because they lie in the tails of the elastic peak. The error
in the proton efficiency is thus only applicable to the
30% or so of events not used in its determination.
Moreover, effects due to random coincidences in the
proton counters or gain shifts due to instantaneously
high beam intensities are directly measured by our
technique and, therefore, introduce negligible error into
the determination of the cross section.
At 75 F-2 and above, the proton coincidence was
required of all accepted events. We do not use the
measured efficiency but, rather, assume an efficiency
of 97.5% 1%.This is lower b y $% than the calculated
value but is consistent with the measured values a t the
lower-momenturn-transfer points where better statistical accuracy was possible. This discrepancy is considerably less than the statistical errors involved in the
cross-section measurements.

( i v ) E j e c t o n Cross Section of Removing
Proton Coifzcidelzce Requirement
Requirement of a proton coincidence should be kineniatically redundant. I t is a vital check on the experiment to determine what results would be obtained if
the proton coincidence were not invoked.
Table VIII shows, for some of our data, the changes
in our estimates of the cross sections which would
result from ignoring the proton coincidence in selecting

_

L

I

I

i

j

CEFENKOV PLLSE HEIGHT-

FIG. 14. Scatter plots of the shower counter (vertical) versus
Cere~lkov counter (horizontal axis) at 45, 115, and 150 F-2.
See text for details.
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TABLEVIII. Effect of removing the proton coincidence requirement at the high momentum transfers. The ratio of the
cross section n hich \vould be obtained if no coincident proton is
required to the cross section with coincidence is shown for the
high momentum transfers. The errors quoted are relative errors
and derive almost entirely from the increased inelastic contamination uhen no coincidence is required. Below 75 F-2 the measured
proton efficiencies mere used and the ratio of this table is then
not more than ly0 different from unity, xith no more than 1%
uncertainty at 45 F-Zand below.
nlome"tum
transfer

W2)

u (electron only)

.(e+9)

scattered electrons. (The proton counters are, however,
still involved in estimating the Cerenkov counter efficiency-see Sec. IV F.) To within the accuracy of the
comparison the nleasurement is not altered by relaxing the proton coincidence requirement. This gives us
great confidence in our coincidence results.

F. Shower and Cerenkov-counter Efficiencies

( i ) Shower uersus cere~zhov-~oulzter
Scatter Plots
We present, in Fig. 14, scatter plots of the shower
versus Cerenkov-counter pulse height a t monientum
transfers of 45, 115, and 150 F-2. At each momentum
transfer, we show scatter plots of all triggering events
(labeled "all events"); events with good trajectories
(codes 00 and 01) in the accepted momentum bite
which had a proton coincidence (labelled e+p); and
good on-peak trajectories which had no problem coincidence ( e p ) .
The most important point to observe is the excellent
separation of electrons in the (e+p) plots which persists up to the 150-F-2 data. Up to, and even including,
the 115-F-2 data, a bias in the shower counter alone
would provide adequate separation. Above 115 FY2a
bias in the eerenkov counter is also necessary. The e p
plots demonstrate the role of the proton coincidence in
cleaning up the measurement. The few e p events with
large shower and large Cerenkov pulses are mainly
associated with the proton counter inefficiency which
is of the order of 23%. The number of e p events with
low shower or Cerenkov pulses, or both, becomes very
appreciable as the momentum transfer increases. We
present the (all-events) plots to indicate how the trigger deteriorated as momentum transfer increased.
( i i ) Selzsitivity of Cross Sections to Shower and
~erenlzov-~o,unter
Bias
Biases for the shower and Cerenkov counters were
chosen on the basis of an inspection of these scatter
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FIG. 15. Cross section as a function of bias in shower and
Cerenkov counters a t 45, 115, and 150 F-%.The ratio of cross
section at a given bias to that found at the bias eventually chosen
t
accepted in the silower
is plotted against the l o ~ v ~ schannel
spectrum. Three different Cerenkov biases are plotted in most
instances, the lowest being the case in which the Cerenkov counter
is not required at all (channel 0). The solid error bars are the
result of statistical uncertainty in the cross-section determination
and in the determination of the shower and Perenkov efficiencies.
The clotted lines are estimates of the uncertainty in tlle dctermination of .the efficiencies basctl on the possibility of drifts in
the XTD galns.

bias for all data reported here. However, higher biases
were imposed in the data analysis. The e&ciency was
deterniined as follows.
Events were selected from the data runs with the
characteristics of having coincident protons, large
Cererlkov pulses, and perfect (codes 00 or 01) onpeak trajectories. The response of the shower counter
to these clean electrons was then determined. At and
below 30 F-? the pulse-height spectra of such events
is quite clean, showing no sign of bacliground contaniination. This technique is then considered as measuring the shower-counter efficiency. At higher 1110mentum transfers a small amount of bacliground begins
to appear in the low-energy tail of the spectrum. At
150 F-2 this background is as much as 20% of all such
events.
Above 30 F-? the shorver-counter erficiencv was delermined by comparison of a pulse-height spectrunl obtained in a clean situation (10 F-?)with a spectrum
obtained as described above. The underlying issumption was that the low-rnome~ltum-transferspectrunl
was a good representation of the shower-counter response to energetic electrons. The only difference would
lie in a somewhat different scale and absolute gain.
These were adjusted by comparison with data a t the
correct scattered energy. A typical example of this
co~nparisonis shown in Fig. 16.
The uncertainty in the efficiency was talien to be
the change in efficienc~-which would result from onehalf a channel change in bias.

(ic) cerefzkoa Counter Eficienry
At lnonlentum transfers of 100 F-%nd below, the
efficiency was obtained from the data runs loolii~lga t

plots and the data were arlaljzed ~ v i t hthe selected
biases and also with both higher and lower biases to
ensure that the results were insensitive to the bias
chosen. Figure 15 shows the results of such determinations a t 45, 115, and 150 FP2.The stability for rather
wide ranges of biases is a good indication that the
counter efficiencies are understood. More importantly,
it suggests that our results are relatively free of contamination from backgrounds such as charged pions
since the proportion of events from such processes
would be expected to decrease rather rapidly with
increasing level of bias.

The shower counter, with a rather low bias, was a
constituent of the computer trigger. Inspection of the
spectrum of pulse heights of all events resulting in a
trigger indicates a t least 99.9% efficiency of this low

FIG. 16. Comparison of shower counter spectrum from a
115-F-2 data run (horizontal bars) with a scaled 10-F-2 spectrum
(dots). The vertical scale ancl the horizontal scale and displacement are varied until the minimum x2 is achieved. The x2 is
evaluated for points to the right of the vertical line.
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events with a high shower-counter pulse, coincident
proton, and perfect on-peak trajectories. The effect of
this method was that the Cerenkov counter was effectively not used in accepting the fairly large class of
events used to determine its efficiency. I t was only used
in screening the more dubious events with, for example, imperfect momentum-defining counter patterns.
At and above 115 F-%,a Cerenkov-counter bias was
required of all events. The efficiency was then determined by a technique very similar to that already
described for the shower-counter efficiency determination a t high momentum transfers. The difference was
that the clean spectrum was not taken froni a lowmomentum-transfer data run, but from a calibration
run taken in conjunction with all high-momentumtransfer runs. I n these calibration runs, electrons of
the same incident energy as used in the data runs were
allowed to hit either a hydrogen or polyethylene target.
The electron arm was moved to a forward angle (about
12') and the spectrometer mas set to detect inelastically
scattered electrons of the same scattered energy as
would be associated with elastic scattering at the high
momentum transfer. I n this way a high counting rate
and a relatively good electron-to-bacbground rate were
obtained without having to alter the synchrotron energy. Events with a high shower-counter pulse and a
perfect trajectory in a rnomentuin bin corresponding
to the position of the elastic peak in the data runs
were selected. The efficiency thus obtained was always
consistent with that determined from the clean-data
events, but had better statistical precision.
G. Number of Incident Electrons

(i) FaratIay Cup I$ficielzcy
A Fhrdddy CLIP provided the absolute monitor of the
charge in the beam. The basic design of this cup, CEA
Faraday cup No. 2, has been discussed by Burr.lo The
calculated efficiency of the cup is better than 99.9%.
Aleasurements of the response of the cup relative to
sorne secondary monitor as the potential of the cup
relative to its outer casing is varied are relevant to the
determination of efficiency. Tqpically, plateaus were
obtained a t large positive and negative biases which
differ b j f0.15 and --0.3%, respectivel~,froni the
response a t zero bias (where the data runs were taken).
Some hold that these plateaus represent the extremes
within which the 100% effi~iencqpoint must lie. Others
prefer to consider the apparent variation of efficiency
with bias as a symptom which suggests a scale for
possible nialfunction of the device without being an
absolute indichtion of its accuracy.
A further measure of the efficiency has been made
using a toroid coil to detect d i r e ~ t l ythe difference between the charge in the beam and that collected in the
P. H. Burr, CEA Report No. CEhL-1008 (unpublished).
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cup. A preliminary determination gavel1 an efficiency
of 9 9 . 2 f 0.4%. We have, however, taken the Faraday
cup (at zero bias) to be 100&0.25% efficient, based
primarily on the bias curve nieasuren~ents. We consider that the toroid measurement is not yet sufficiently
well understood. iVe do consider that i t offers an important check a t the 1% level on our assumed value
for the efficiency.
A recent comparison of Faraday cups used a t the
Cambridge Electron Accelerator12 and a t SLAC concluded that their efficiencies were identical to within
the measurement error of 0.37,. Since the design of the
cups is basically the same, this is no surprise. Losses
due to Coulomb scattering out of the bean1 were calculated to be less than 0.1%. At low energies a helium
bag was used to reduce these further. The response of
the Faraday cup relative to a secondary monitor was
unaffected by f1.5-in, moveinents of a 5-BeV beam.
(ii) Faraday Cz~pplSecotzdaryEmission M o d o r Ratio
The secondary inonitor was CEX secondary emission
monitor No. 4. During data runs, the ratio was almost
always constant to within 1%. Moreover, agreement
between runs a t different dates is good. We regard this
ratio as providing a check a t the 1 % level of our absolute monitor stability together with that of the integrators.
(iii) Integrator Calibratiolz
Before or after each run the integrators were calibrated by depositing a known charge into them. Two
separate calibration devices and an intercalibration
with a CEA integrator confirm that our integrators
were accurate to within f0.1% for collection of charge
involving a t least 100 cycles. The 24-h stability was
well below 0.1% drift.
H. Length and Density of Target

(i) Target Lewgth Measuremelzt
The tdrgets ranged in length from 1.2 to 3.5 in. The
lengths were measured a t room temperature by mechanical techniques to an accuracy of better than 0.002 in.
Compensation was made for changes in length due to
the low temperatures of operation and to the pressure
differential between the inside of the cup and its vacuum
environment. The corrections aliiouiited generally to a
few tenths of a percent. The main uncertainty in target
length arose from the rough treatment occasionally
meted out to the target cups which resulted, in the
worse case, in a &0.9% uncertainty in target length.
11 G. F. Dell, J. dePagter, A t . Fotino, H. Holcomb, and I,. Lam,
in Proceedings of 1966 International Conference, Instrumentation for High-Energy Physics, p. 597 (unpublished).
1%.
F. Dell, and M. Fotino, CB.4 Report No. CEXL-1043
(unpublished).
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UNITS

sorbed is lost to bubbling, there will be a t most 0.2'3,
average density reduction in the interaction region.14
We rely on this result in applying a 0.2% correction
to the data and assigning a f0.5% uncertainty for
this effect.

-
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PIG. 17. Intensity clepenclence of the cross section.

( i i ) Beam Positiolz in Target
Off-center displacements of the beam and the small
angle which the beam may make with the target axis
affect the interaction length. The bulge of the end
walls involves additional corrections for angles coupled
with corrections for off-center displacements of the
beam. Rloreover, the lateral extension of the beam
involves integration over a small range of lengths
weighted b y the distribution function of the beam
profile. I n practice these corrections were always less
than 0.15%.

(iii) Density of Liquid Hydrogen
The density of hydrogen was taken to be13 0.0351 g
~nolecules/cm~
a t 760-mm Hg.
As described in Sec. I1 B, the temperature of the
liquid hydrogen was deduced from the pressure a t its
surface which was monitored to better t h a n h 2 5 m m Hg,
leading to a f0.14% uncertainty in the density.

( i v ) Boili~zga d Bubbling-Beam Ifzdepelzdelzt
The aforementioned errors are overshadowed by the
problem posed by the possibility of bubbling in the
target which clearly lowers the effective density. There
are two types of problem: beam-associated and beamindependent bubbling.
Beam-independent bubbling arises from the absorption of radiated heat b y the target walls (whose emissivity is high). There are two mechanisms for carrying
such heat away: by convection to a heat sink or by
vaporization of some liquid. The cup was designed so
as to encourage convection as the primary mechanism
for heat transfer (see Sec. I1 B and Fig. 2). By visual
observation of the target with its radiation shield removed we made the, admittedly rather subjective, observation that the relative volume occupied by the
bubbles could not possibly exceed 5%; that we doubt
i t could be over 2%; and we estimate it to be less
than 1%.
From the observed rate of rise of bubbles and calculation of the heat absorbed by the target and feed
lines we calculate that, if one-quarter of the heat ab-

-

l3 H. M. Roder, D. E. Diller, L. A. Weber, and R. D. Goodwin,
Cryogenics 3, 16 (1963).

(v) Beam-Induced Bubbling

Ionization in the track of an electron results in local
heating and the possibility of local boiling. We calculate, again assuming conservatively that as much as
one-quarter of the heat lost b y the beam develops into
bubbles, that the effective density reduction is 0.3%
with a loy7-A beam.
We have attempted to measure the effect by taking
data a t varying beam intensities. Figure 17 indicates
the results. The picture is complicated by trigger deadtime effects discussed in Sec. IV D. The data are consistent with no effect and impose an upper limit of
approximately 2% a t
A.
We have used our calculation of 0.3% a t
A to
correct the data for beam-dependent bubbling-scaling
the correction linearly with beam intensity. We assign
errors equal to the correction. The greatest correction
is a 0.4% correction a t 100 F2.
At 70 F-2 and below,
the largest correction is 0.1%.

I. Energy of Incident Electrons
The cross section is a strongly varying function of
the incident energy, being inversely proportional, for
sniall energy variations, to between the fourth and
seventh power of the energy (see Table I ) . I t is necessary, therefore, to monitor the bearn energy distribution very carefully.
Electrons were eiected at and on both sides of the
peak of the acceIerating cycle. We separately monitored
the energy distribution of the beam relative to the
peak energy and the value of the peak energy. The
latter is a function of the field in the synchrotron
magnets and, weakly, of the frequency of the accelerating rf field. We regularly monitored the necessary parameters during data runs so that the relative peak
energy was known to better than f0.1% a t all times.
The absolute energy calibration of the machine, relative
to the monitoring parameters as used by us, was made
by Winick.15 The uncertainty in that absolute energy
calibration is 5 0 . 2 % .
The electron synchrotron has an inherent energy
spread of between f 0.1 and f0.2%. The time spread
of the ejected electrons results in a rather larger energy
spread. The tail of the energy distribution can extend
to 1 or 2% below the peak energy. The time distribution (from which the energy distribution can be directly deduced) was observed continuousl~~
on an oscilloscope screen. The magnetic field in the synchrotron
Sec. 4.8.d of Ref. 1 for details.
H. Winick, CEA Report No. CEA-1015 (unpublished).

l4 See
'
j
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a t the time of occurrence of each computer trigger
was also sampled and recorded by the computer. Although not an absolute measurement, this enabled the
energy distribution to be determined relative to the
peak energy. From these measurements the average
energy was calculated. The correction to the energy
was typically 0.2y0 and the error involved was typically
+0.5% in the cross section.

J. Angle of Scattering
The Rosenbluth formula has a basic sir4(3O) dependence. The l/q4 dependence of the form factors
introduces a further angular sensitivity. For the conditions of this experiment the cross-section dependence
on angle ranged from k4to ks(see Table I ) . This
strong angular dependence, typical of electronlagnetic
scattering, forces us to measure and monitor the scattered electron anple rather carefullv.
Determination of the scattered angle is complicated
by the extended size of the target and defining aperture
and by the angular spread in the electron be&.
L
,

(i) Cefztral Scatterijag Angle
The central angle was determined by knowing the
relative positions of the target center, the center of the
electron-defining aperture, and the beam position a t a
point downstream of the target. That position was
chosen to be as near as possible opposite the defining
aperture in order to reduce the sensitivity of the determination to the knowledge of where the beam passed
through the target relative to the target center.
The bean1 position a t the downstream point was
monitored continuously using a tuned rf cavity mounted
on a movable table. A glass slide was exposed to the
beam occasionally to confirm the absolute beam position relative to fixed survey points.
The over-all error in the determination of the scattering angle, when the front aperture was employed, was
in the region of f0.1% with a consequent cross section
uncertainty of about $%. With the back aperture in
use an additional error was introduced owing to a discrepancy in surveys and the uncertainty in scattering
angle was then about f0.27?0 a t 20'.
Finally, a large but well-known correction had to be
made to allow for the effect on both the incident and
scattered electrons of the fringing fields of the proton
arm-sweeping magnet. The resulting corrections to the
cross sections, which are accurate to better than onetwentieth of their value, were approximately - 2.57,
a t 20, 30, and 45 F-2, -0.6% a t 70 F-2, and less than
0.1% a t all other momentum transfers.
(ii) Filzite Range of Angles

A range of angles is accepted due primarily to the
finite acceptance of the spectrometer-but also to the
finite length of the target and spread of directions of
the incident beam. We have corrected the data for this
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effect. The corrections amount to less than 1% and
have an associated error of less than -fO.loj,.
K. Solid Angle

(i) Introduction
The acceptance of the system was defined by apertures in the electron spectrometer as described in Sec.
I1 C (ii). The target-to-aperture distance was accurate to about 1 0 . 0 8 cm, which contributes an error
about f0.1% to the solid-angle detern~inationand,
hence, to the cross section.
(ii) Front Aperture
The front aperture was used in the 7 5 - F 2 run and
for all data at and below 30 F-2. This aBerture was
located in front of the quadrupole magnet whose fringe
field distorted the acceptance by less than 0.1%. Uncertainty in the aperture definition arises because electrons near the edge can be scattered back into the
aperture before their energy has been sufficiently degraded. The aperture was designed to nlininlize such
an uncertainty. Calculation suggests that the effective
edge was within 0.0025 cm of the physical edge. We
have used the aperture defined by the physical edge
of the material and assign a 0.3% error, systematic to
all measurenlents using the front aperture, due to this
effect.
Surveying error is dominated by the target-position
uncertainty. An additional &0.1'% uncertainty arises
from possible skew of the aperture.
(iii) Rear Aperture
Edge uncertainties in the various components of the
rear aperture [see Sec. I1 V (ii)] were negligible compared with surveying uncertainties in their positions,
and notably in that of the stainless-steel vacuum tank.
This led to an uncertainty of f 0.5% in the solid angle.
A central obstacle limited trajectories near the horizontal plane of the system for both the upper and lower
halves of the aperture simultaneously. There was an
uncertainty of 0.25 cm in its vertical position. Such a
displacement would affect the combined solid angle of
both halves by much less than 0.1% but would affect
the ratio of up-down to down-up trajectories b y as
much as 8%.
The principal uncertainty in the solid angle arises
from the fact that, since the components of the aperture are in or behind the quadrupole, it is necessary
to compute the solid angle on the basis of the known
field. The error in colnputation and magnetic field
measurement uncertainty would normally involve no
more than a few tenths of a percent error. However,
there is additional uncertainty due to certain aspects
of the magnet performance which are not understood
in terms of the measured field. We have estimated the
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TABLE
IX. Ratio of cross sections computed independently
for down-up as compared nit11 up-don11 trajectories. The errors
are the statistical counting errors and do not include uncertainty
in shower and ?erenkov counter eiliciencies. An asterislr i~ldicates
that the rear aperture \$as used for the measurement.
u

q2

(F-2)

u

down-up
~p-do~~11

u down-up

9%

u

up-down

1

al.

values of the four-momentum transfer and either the
incident electron energy or the scattered electron angle.
The only error in such a correction comes from possible
uncertainties in the change in form factors over the
typical change of 1% in nlomentunl transfer. From a
coillparison of the data with the dipole fit we estiinate
that, a t worst, such a correction might be in error
by *0.2Y,.
M. Radiative Corrections

(i) Meister and Ye-iznie

uncertainties which would arise froin a number of types
of field distortion or apparatus alignment. We feel that
the error of 1
1% which we place on the solid angle
due to field-mapping uncertainties is a very conservative estimate.

( i v ) I~ztercalibratioi~
of A pertzires
The uncertainties in the magnetic field of the yuadrupole and a wish to obtain a consistency check led us
to take data in a high counting rate situation with
both apertures. A fairly large electron angle (25.9")
was chosen so as to improve stability with respect to
variations in the pl imary beam direction. The calculated ratio of the solid angles subtended by the two
apertures was 0.451. The observed ratio w ~ s0.452
(110.015). The agreement is excellent and lends considerable confidence to our estinlate of the solid angle
subtended b y the rear aperture.

(v) Ratio of Up-Do.ia?zto Dozevz-up Cross Sectiofzs

Meister and Yenniel%ave calculated the correction,
(1+6)-', to be applied to an observed cross section in
order to extract the theoretical cross scction in the
absence of radiation. Their 6 is, in general, negative
leading to observed cross sections which are smaller
than the theoretical cross sections. They treat the case
of an electron detected with good monlentum resolution and very poor angular resolution and without
coincident proton detection. They consider radi a t'Ion
by the proton as well as the e!ectron lines.
Our basic radiative correction is that calculated b y
nleister and Yennie and written out in Ey. (4.1) of
their paper.lGThey state that the error is expected to
be "of the order of 1% and probably not more than
2Y,." Since we have made some iinprovelnents (described below) to IIeister and Pennie's calculation we
have assigned to their calculation a f1% error which
is systematic to all our cross sections.
Itre have, as the) proposed, exponentiated the doubly
logarithmic terms in 6 to include the contributions from
ini included higher-order terms in the perturbationtheory calculation.
An alternative calculation of the radiative correction
is that of Tsai,17 who does the same physics as i\leister
and T'en~iie but inalies some different calculational
approuiinations. Mo and Tsai18 believe Tsai's spproxirnations to be an improvement over those of Xeister
and 'T'ennie. Use of the Tsai correction would result
in our reporting cross sections slightly larger than our
present estimate. The difference ~vouldbe 0.3% a t the
lowest momentum transfer (7 F-2) and 0.7% a t the
highest monlentuin transfer (150 17-9.

Although many errors cancel in comparing cross sections separately evaluated for the two trajectories, the
performance of the counters the~llselvesis checked b y
this means and gross errors in one trajectory would be
revealed. Adding the two trajectories does, however,
cancel certain errors in bin assignment and solid angle.
VTepresent, in Table IX, the ratio of the cross sections
( i i ) Angular Restriction of Electro~zs
for the various runs. Data taken with the rear aperture
If a photon is radiated a t a substantial angle to the
are so indicated. The ratio of solid angles may differ
from unity by f8% for these runs due to inisalignn~ent direction of the scattered electron, the electron suffers
of the components of the aperture. The comparison is an angular upset which results in a second-order correction to the cross section. However, the probability of
considered very satisfactory.
sufficiently energetic photons being radiated a t large
L. Nominal Kinematics
angles is small and we esti~natethe effect on the cross
section to be less than O.1YGand hence negligible.
We have chosen to define the elastic scattering kinematics of our data bj- the values of the incident electron
."1
Meister and D. Yennie, Phys. Rev. 130, 1210 (1963).
energy and scattered electron angle. We make a small
R. Atkinson. 111 (orivate communication). Details are given
and precisely known correction to each cross section in 17Sec.
4.13.d o f ' ~ e f .1:
to be able to quote its value a t nonlinal ('round-figure"
18L. hlo and Y. S. Tsai, Rev. Mod. Phys. 41, 205 (1969).
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(iii) Coi?zcident Detection of Protons
The coincident proton detection places an angular
constraint on the proton. An estimate of the radiative
correction due to this effect has been made by AtkinsonlS
which leads to a correction of less than 0.2% in our
experiment. The smallness of this correction is due to
the deliberate oversize of the proton counters (see
Sec. I1 D),
(iv) Variation of Matrix Eleme~ztzaifh
n/lomentum Trarzsf er
,4n assumption of Meister and Yennie's treatinent is
that the basic matrix element for the interaction of the
electromagnetic field with the proton is not affected
by the change in momenturn transfer experienced by
the exchanged photon when radiation takes place.
This assuinption is not fully justified since quite appreciable changes in the matrix element (about 20%
in its squared value) can accompany radiation of photons sufficiently hard to alter the scattered electron
energy bl-, say, 3.5%. We hasten to add that ?nost
photons are soft and cause little upset. We have attempted to correct for this effect by estimating the
variation in the matrix element when radi a t'ion occurs
before s ~ a t t e r i n g . ~ V o r m - f a c t ovariation
r
with momentum transfer was included. This correction leads
typically to a 1% change in cross section and we assign
an error of one-quarter of the correction.

do/dQ=

[charge (Couloinhs) collected by Faraday cup]

The heart of the analysis lies in the various correction factors which we now discuss.
B. Discussion of Errors

We present a detailed breakdown of the analysis of
some representative runs in Tables X and X I . Each
table lists soine 30 constituents of the cross-section
c~lculationwhich are coillbined to provide a cross section and its related errors. Against each entry is a
l9

M o and Tsait8 have recently published a review of
radiative-correction calculations, primarily with regard
to inelastic electron scattering, in which they include
such an effect.
(v) Real Bremsstralzl~~ttg

The correction due to real breinsstrahlung is quite
appreciable, being typically about 670,but it can be
precisely calculated. The forin of the correction is contained in Bjorlien's paper21 where the connection between radiative corrections and real brenisstrahlung is
brought out clearly.
(vi) Width of Resolution Fufzctiofz
There is no additional correction to be made when
the low-momentum cutoff in the acceptance is substantially below the elastic peak in units of, say, the
FWHM of the momentum resolution function. However, if the cutoff is less than about 3 FWHPIII below
the peak, the radiative correction is not quite that
evaluated for the momentum interval between peak
and cutoff. I n this experiment the correction ranges
from 0.1 to 0.5%. Details of the calculation are given
in Ref. 1.
V. RESULTS
A. Evaluation of Cross Sections
The cross sections were evaluated from the formula

(number of scattered electrons) X (correction factors)
(number of incident electrons)XIJT?zplAQ

where AT is Avogadro's number, here taken to be
6.0225X loz3rnolecules/g molecule; IZ is the number of
scatterers per rnolecule and is 2 for hydrogen; p is the
density of target material in units of g molecule/cm3;
I is the target length (in cm); AQ is the solid angle
subtended by the detector in units of steradians.
The number of incident electrons is taken to be

7

reference to the section in this paper in which the
correction is discussed.
Each constituent has associated with i t a "value"
and a multiplicative "correction factor." The value
may be a component of the cross section or may be
presented merely for interest. The correction factor is
assumed to be unity if not specifically presented.
I n estimating the errors associated with each constituent we have divided them into random and systematic errors. By systematic errors we mean to imply
errors which are coinmon to several measurements.
However, there are coinplications. The absolute calibration of the synchrotron energy is, for example, subject to a &0.2y0 systematic error--a future measurement may improve and change our estimate of that
quantity. However, the effect of this uncertainty on
the cross sections varies from 1 0 . 8 to f 1 . 4 % depending on the energy dependence of the cross section (see
Table I). Thus, some "systematic" errors are not the
same for all cross sections. Then, too, cross sections
measured with the back aperture have a common 1.2%

Details are given in Sec. 4.13.e of Ref. 1.

" See Sec. 4.13.e of Ref. 1 for details.
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J. D. Bjorken, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 24, 201 (1963).

TABLE
XI. Constituents of the cross sections at 100, 130, and 150 F?.
100 F-2; 5.5 GeV

Subsection
in Sec. IV
Number of accepted events (both trajectories)
Uncertainty in event selection
Events lost in tails of momentum resolution
Computer trigger efficiency
Computer dead-time
Proton counter efficiency
Correction from accidental proton coincidences
Shower counter efficiency
cerenkov counter efficiency
Radiative correction (Meister and Yennie)
Correction due to variation of matrix element
with q2
Correction due to width of momentum resolution
Correction due to real bremsstrahlung
Empty target subtraction
Contamination from inelastic electroproduction
Pion contamination and electrons from Dalitz
decay
Uncertainty because above-peak is nonzero
Faraday cup charge (units of lV4C)
Faraday cup efficiency
Integrator calibration
Faraday cup/S.E.M. ratio
Target length (inches of cold hydrogen)
Target density (g mols/cm3)
Correction due to bubbling of hydrogen
Synchrotron peak energy (GeV)
Energy averaged over spill (GeV)
Average electron scattering angle (deg)
Solid angle (msr)
Correction due to extended angular acceptance
Correction to bring to nominal kinematics
Total correction
Fractional errors added in quadrature
Fractional errors added directly

Value

Cor- Fractional error
rection
Systemfactor Random atic

Value

130 FP2;6 GeV

150 F-Z;6 GeV

Cor- Fractional error
rection
Systemfactor Random atic

Cor- Fractional error
rection
Systemfactor Random atic

Value

B
B (i) (ii)
B (iii)
D (i)
D (ii)
E
E
F
F
M6)
M (iv)

M (vi)
M(v)
c (i)
C (iv)
C (iii)
C (ii)
G(i)
G(i)
G(iii)
G (ii)
H(i) (ii)
H (iii)
H(iv) (v)
I

I
J(i)

K

J (ii)
L
1.3461

1.3246
0.049
0.120

0.027
0.068

1.2019
0.063
0.146

0.029
0.074

0.093
0.235

0.025
0.063
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TABLE
XII. Final cross sections.
Kinematics
Fourmomentum
transfer
Incident energy or
(F2)
scattered angle

7.00

20.00 deg

Fractional errors
Counting Other random Systematic
statistics
errors
errors

0.007

0.010

Cross section
units of
10-32 Cm2/sr

0.018

76.75

Ratio of
Total fractional cross section
error in
to dipole
cross section
fit prediction

(110.021)

0.915

10.00

20.00 deg

0.006

0.012

0.018

41.19

( l f 0.022)

1.009

15.00

20.00 deg

0.007

0.018

0.018

15.64

(1+0.026)

0.081

20.00

20.00 cleg

0.010

0.012

0.016

7.595

( l f 0.023)

1.017

30.00

20.00 deg

0.032

0.025

0.020

2.398

(1+0. 045)

1.076

30.00

20.00 deg

0.020

0.011

0.019

2.304

(lZt0.029)

1.035

45.00

20.00 deg

0.039

0.017

0.019

0.6056

(110.046)

1.075

45.00

20.00 deg

0.016

0.016

0.024

0.5792

(150.033)

1.028
1.173

70.00

5.500 GeV

0.032

0.033

0.024

0.1209

( l f 0.052)

75.00

6.000 GeV

0.060

0.051

0.022

0.0958

(lrt0.081)

1.068

90.00

6.000 GeV

0.018

0.033

0.026

0.0364

(1~t0.046)

1.195

100.0

5.500 GeV

0.041

0.027

0.027

0.0135

(150.056)

1.144

115.0

6.000 GeV

0.038

0.032

0.027

0.00725

(150.056)

1.139

130.0

6.000 GeV

0.055

0.030

0.029

0.00298

(1&0. 069)

1.095

150.0

6.000 GeV

0.065

0.066

0.025

0.00104

(lZt0.096)

1.104

systematic error which is not shared with measurements made using the front aperture. We have, nevertheless, included this as a systematic error on the basis
that it is more systematic than random.
Another class of errors which has given us pause for
thought is that associated with measurements whose
errors are asymmetric. The bubbling correction to the
hydrogen density is an example. I t can only reduce the
density so that, in the sense in which we apply them,
its correction factor must be greater than or equal to
unity. We believe that the correction is most probably
small but can not completely rule out an effect considerably larger than our (small) "most-probable" estimate. Rather than attempt to construct an asymmetric
likelihood function, which is a inore elaborate procedure
than our understanding of these effects warrants, we
have estimated the maailnum possible correction and
applied one-half of it while incorporating a symmetric
error equal to the applied correction.
The random errors quoted are estimates of the change
in cross section from a 1 sta?zdard deviatiogz in the
me;~surenient.L17e do not, in general, include errors
less than f0.2y0',.
For each tab!e we evaluate the product of a11 correction factors (total correction) and the total random
and systematic errors added both in quadrature and
directly. The straight sum of the errors is presented for

interest and as an absolutely outside limit on the error.
The addition in quadrature is our best estimate oi the
errors. To assign an over-all error we have talren the
sum, in quadrature, of the random and systematic
errors. This procedure is reasonable but not necessarily
correct and our results must be considered with an eye
to the systematic errors.
The dominant errors in the cross sections are the
following:
(1) Statistical fluctuations in the number of accepted events, which dominate the high-momentumtransfer data (above about 70 F-2).
(2) Uncertainties in event selection, due mainly to
the problem of assigning code-77 events as discussed
in Sec. I V E (i). At inonlentuln transfers above about
45 F-"his
effect gave rise to an uncertainty of as
much as f 1%.
(3) The computer trigger was intended to be 10091,
efficient, but unforeseen dead-time effects gave rise to
corrections of as nluch as 1 to 297, with uncertainties
of the same magnitude.
(4) The radiative corrections were rather carefully
computed with several effects not generally considered
in previous scattering experiments having been made
(see Sec. I V NI). We assign a i l . O % systematic error
to our correction based on the uncertainty estimated
by Meister and Yennie.16
\
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TABLR
XIII. Cross sections of Ref. 22. The cross sections are for the stated incident energy and scattered angle.
The momentum transfers are provided for convenience.
Kinematics
Scattered
Four-momentum
electron
transfer squared
angle
(F-%)
(GeV/c)
(degrees)

Incident
electron
energy
(GeV)

Fractional errors
Total
Ratio of
Other
Cross section fractional cross section
units of
error in to dipole fit
Counting
random Systenlatic
statistics
errors
errors
cm2jsr cross section prediction

(5) Contamination from inelastic electropion production has been carefully computed using the theory
of A ~ l l e r Nevertheless,
.~
a t momentum transfers above
about -15 F-2 there are uncertainties in the subtraction
of from k 1 to f 2 % .
(6) Uncertainties in target length have led to errors
of from 1 0 . 3 to flYo.
( 7 ) Uncertainty in the absolute energy calibration

of the accelerator (f
0.2%) leads to systematic uncertainties in the cross sections of from f 0.8 to &1.4%.
(8) The uncertainty in the measurement of the
electron-scattering angle leads to errors of fro111 1 3
to &l$%.
(9) The solid angle of the electron spectrometer was
uncertain to 1
0.3% (front aperture) or &1.2% (rear
aperture).
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The contributions from other sources of error can be
ascertained from Tables X and X I and are generally
smaller than the above effects. The reader is referred
to the relevant sections of this article specified in the
tables for a discussion of the individual effects.
The final cross sections are presented in Table X I I .
We list separately the counting statistical fluctuations,
contributions from other sources of random error, and
systematic errors. Our final over-all error (standard
deviation) is obtained by adding these in quadrature.
We also give, in Table X I I I , the elastic electronproton scattering cross sections determined by Mistretta
et ~ 1 Their
. ~ experiment
~
was performed on the same
apparatus as the present experiment and they were
led to measure elastic electron-proton cross sections as
norlnalization points. They used essentially the same
analysis procedure as in the present experiment, but
proceeded independently of the present analysis.
A preliminary analysis of this experiment was reported in Ref. 3. While correct to within the stated
errors the previous analysis is to be regarded as superseded by the present data which are the results of a
22 C. hlistretta, J. A. Appel, R . J. Budnitz, L. Carroll, J. Chen,
J. R. Dunning, Jr., M. Goitein, I<.Hanson, D. Imrie, and Richard
Wilson, Phys. Rev. 184, 1487 (1969).

more complete analysis and contain some new unpublished results.
The present experiment represents an i~llprovement
over previous forward-angle measurements made in
this 1aboratory"nd should be regarded as supersedii~g
them.
C. Comparison with Other Data

I n coinparing our data with data from other laboratories we make use of a technique first introduced in
Ref. 3 in which the measured cross sections are divided
by a calculated cross section which is evaluated using
the Rosenbluth formula23 in conjunction with some
model for the form factors. I n this way almost all the
momentum-transfer dependence is cancelled out of the
cross section and one is left with it ratio which differs
from unity due either to deficiencies in the model for
the form factors or to errors in the measured cross sections or to both. Provided the deficiencies in the formfactor inodel vary fairly slowly with both momentum
transfer and, say, angle this provides a powerful technique for interpolating and comparing data.
23 See, for example, L. N. Hand, D. G. Miller, and Richard
Wilson, Rev. Mod. Phys. 35, 335 (1963), where the form
factors we use are also written out.
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FIG.20. Comparison of the data from the present experiment with the data of Refs. 31 and 32. The data of Ref. 32 have the quoted
systematic error of by0 folded in quadrature with the statistical errors to conform with common usage.

The model we pick for the form factors is the so- ment within the errors with these groups with the
exception of the Berger dataz5above 1 (GeVlc)"
called dipole fit [with a constant of 0.71 ( G ~ V / C ) ~ possible
]
combined with the scaling law
where their data appear to be a few percent higher than
ours. Their data are taken a t fairly backward angles
and this apparent discrepancy is just the manifestation
This model does indeed fit the data over all regions of their observation of the ratio ,uGJG,, being less than
of momentum transfer and angle presently measured unity at their higher momentum transfers.
I n Fig. 19 we compare our data with those of Bartel
to within about f15%. The approximate validity of
Albrecht et al.,2s329and Behrend et a1.% TVe
the scaling law combined with the great insensitivity et al.,2G127
to within the stated errors
of high-momentum-transfer data to G, imply, then, observe excellent agreement
u
that this technique for comparing data is probably with all groups with the exception that above about
3 ( G ~ V / Cour
) ~ data are consistently higher by some
accurate to the order of 1 or 2%.
With the plethora of data now in existence one can- 10 to 15Yo than those of these groups. Also, above
~ , data of Albrecht et al. show a spread
not display the data of all laboratories on one compre- 1 ( G ~ V / C )the
rather
outside
of the errors.
hensible graph. TVe have, therefore, divided the data
into three separate groups with no motive other than
26 lLr. Bartel, B. Dudelzak, H. Krehbiel, J. M. R/lcElroy, U.
clarity of presentation in mind. Thus, we present in Meyer-Berkhout, R. J. Morrison, H. Nguyen Ngoc, W. Schmidt,
and G. Weher. Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 608 (1966).
Fig. 18 a comparison of the present data with that of
27 W. Bartel, 13. Dudelzak, H. Krehbiel, J. RI. JIcElroy, U.
Lehmann et al." and Berger et aLZ5We observe agree- Meyer-Berkhout, R. J. RIorrison, H. Nguyen Ngoc, W. Schmidt,
2 4 P . Lehmann, R. Taylor, and Kichard Wilson, Phys. Rev.
126, 1183 (1962); H. Dudelzak, G. Sauvage, and P. Lehmann,
Nuovo Cimento 28, 18 (1963); P. Lehmann, in Proceedings of
the Twelfth Intwnalional Confere~zceon Hi,q/z Energy Physics,
Dubna, 1964 (Atomizdtat, R!Ioscow, 1965).
z5 Chr. Berger, E. Gersing, G. Knop, B. Langenheck, I<. Rith,
and F. Schumacher, Phys. Letters 28B, 276 (1968).

and G. Weber, Phys. Letters 25B, 236 (1967).
2S W. Albrecht, H. J. Behrend, F. W. Brasse, W. Flauger, H.
Hultschig, and K. G. Steffen, Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 1192 (1966).
W. .Albrecht, H. J. Behrend, H. Dorner, W. Flaugel, and H.
Hultschig, Phys. Rev. Letters 18, 1014 (1967).
30 H. J. Behrend, F. W. Brasse, J. Engler, H. Hultschig, S.
Galster, G. Hartwig, H. Schopper, and E. Ganssauge, Nuovo
Cimento 48, 140 (1967).
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I n Fig. 20 we compare our data with the more forVI. CONCLUSIONS
ward angle data (575") of Janssens et aL31 and the
Ure have reported measurements of elastic electronrecent data of Coward et aL3? There is excellent agreement with Janssens et al. u p to about 0.65 ( G ~ V / G ) ~proton data taken in the range of four-morn en tun^
above which our data lie some 5% below theirs. The transfers of from 7 F-? 10.27 ( G ~ V / C ) ~to] 150 F-2
] a t electron scattering angles in
data of Coward et al. are sonie 5% higher than our data C5.84 ( G ~ V / G ) ~and
below 2 ( G ~ V / Cand
) ~ are in good agreement with our the range of 20" t o 34". The accuracy of the lowinonientuni-transfer data, which are dominated by
data above that moinentuln transfer.
Thus we see that the data from several laboratories systematic errors, is estimated a t &2.l%. The feature
are fairly consistent. There are, in some instances, dis- of this experiment which gives us considerable conficrepancies of as much as 10% which remain to be dence in the results is our ability to remove a redundant
resolved. We wish to emphasize that the data ale clearly kinematic constraint on the process, namely, the reand unequivocally not fit iiz detail by the dipole fit. quirement of a proton coincidence, with no appreciable
The discrepancy is not to be found in esperinlental change in coinputed cross section (see Table VIII).
error-nor can it be remedied bv other choices of the
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